One of the most misleading popular myths about English Majors is that they are confined to three options, and three options only—to teach, write, or go on to Graduate School. This, however, could not be farther from the truth. English Majors are exceedingly marketable in the business world because business related careers requires a lot of the same skills that English Majors have already mastered—public speaking, writing, critical thinking, critical analysis, and comparative-connection making skills. In addition to this, the number one skill that is currently lacking in many entry-level job applicants is writing well—something that English Majors excel in; therefore, the trick is finding the perfect career for you. Figure out what interests you most and market yourself accordingly by accentuating the valuable skills your English Major has equipped you with. Since there has been such a large demand for employees with competent writing skills, English Majors are in an advantageous position to gain employment based on their desirable skill set.